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Highlights
• Localized receptive fields and nonlinear dynamics give rise to illusory
effects
• Center-surround receptive fields facilitate accurate encoding of natural
scenes
• Model networks with several classes of receptive fields are proposed and
compared
• A compressive sensing framework is developed for analyzing stimulus
encoding
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A Computational Study of the Role of Spatial Receptive
Field Structure in Processing Natural and Non-Natural
Scenes
Victor J. Barrancaa,∗, George Zhua
aSwarthmore College, 500 College Avenue, Swarthmore, PA, 19081, USA
Abstract
The center-surround receptive field structure, ubiquitous in the visual system,
is hypothesized to be evolutionarily advantageous in image processing tasks.
We address the potential functional benefits and shortcomings of spatial lo-
calization and center-surround antagonism in the context of an integrate-and-
fire neuronal network model with image-based forcing. Utilizing the sparsity
of natural scenes, we derive a compressive-sensing framework for input image
reconstruction utilizing evoked neuronal firing rates. We investigate how the
accuracy of input encoding depends on the receptive field architecture, and
demonstrate that spatial localization in visual stimulus sampling facilitates
marked improvements in natural scene processing beyond uniformly-random
excitatory connectivity. However, for specific classes of images, we show that
spatial localization inherent in physiological receptive fields combined with
information loss through nonlinear neuronal network dynamics may underlie
common optical illusions, giving a novel explanation for their manifestation.
In the context of signal processing, we expect this work may suggest new sam-
pling protocols useful for extending conventional compressive sensing theory.
Keywords:
sensory processing; neuronal networks; nonlinear dynamics; optical
illusions; compressive sensing
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1. Introduction
Numerous lines of evidence suggest that mammals have evolved with the
goal of optimally encoding natural stimuli through the dynamics of neuronal
networks [1–5]. Across diverse sensory spaces, specific stimulus characteris-
tics are known to determine the firing activity of neurons, giving rise to rich
receptive field structures [6, 7]. These receptive fields manifest in different
forms in the visual, somatosensory, auditory, and olfactory systems, though
stimuli sharing key qualitatively similar characteristics tend to evoke similar
responses from a given sensory neuron [8–12].
In the early visual system in particular, the receptive field structure is
believed to play a crucial role in efficiently encoding image characteristics,
such as contrast and spatial frequency composition [13–17]. Two key features
observed in vivo in visual receptive fields are spatial localization and center-
surround antagonism. In the context of the retina and lateral geniculate nu-
cleus, a receptive field is known to typically take the form of two concentric
circles, with stimulation in the inner circle and stimulation in the surrounding
annulus having opposite effect. In the on-region, this stimulation increases
the firing rate of a neuron, with stimulation in the off-region inhibiting ac-
tivity, yielding an on-off or center-surround structure [6, 7]. Thus, in this
case, the response of a neuron to a particular stimulus depends on spatially
local information about a small volume of visual space. Since receptive field
size is generally heterogeneous, different receptive fields process information
regarding disparate spatial frequency components of an image, with larger
receptive fields typically capturing lower frequency data [18–20]. Ganglion
cells near the fovea, for example, generally have the smallest receptive fields
with field sizes increasing in the periphery of the visual field [21, 22]. In
this work, we take the perspective that only by capturing the full mosaic of
dominant frequency information are visual stimuli well encoded [23, 24].
While the receptive field structure appears optimized for the processing
of natural scenes, the receptive field architecture may also result in unfore-
seen difficulties in processing particular classes of images [25]. An illustrative
example of this is the Hermann grid illusion displayed in Fig. 1A, comprised
of intersecting horizontal and vertical white lines on a black grid [26]. At the
squares of intersection between the white lines in the periphery, the image
typically appears grey while it is in reality white. The classical explanation
for this illusion is based on center-surround receptive fields [27, 28]. It is be-
lieved that the grey smudges are caused by ganglion cells sampling the center
3
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Figure 1: Stimulus types. (A) Hermann grid illusion. (B) Schematic explanation of the
grid illusion using center-surround receptive field architecture. The left receptive field
evokes a smaller response than the right receptive field. (C) Example natural scene.
of the intersections, thereby receiving more white-space input in the surround
area relative to ganglion cells sampling other parts of the white lines. This
extra white input, in an inhibitory surround region, would therefore decrease
the firing activity of the ganglion cell and account for the mistaken inference
that the intersections are grey. A schematic of this explanation is depicted
in Fig. 1B.
We investigate the potential functional benefits and shortcomings of the
spatial localization and center-surround paradigms embodying the receptive
field structure in the visual system in the context of an integrate-and-fire
neuronal network model. We view our network as a model of the early visual
system, with input images sampled by the receptive fields of downstream
neurons driving firing activity. Based on the sparsity of natural scenes, we
utilize a compressive-sensing based theoretical framework for reconstructing
stimuli from evoked neuronal firing rate dynamics [29]. The quality of the
model input image reconstructions are used to gauge how well various classes
of stimuli are encoded by the network dynamics. This framework thus gives
a direct method of testing hypotheses regarding the manifestations of optical
4
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illusions that may currently otherwise be unverified in vivo.
We study how the accuracy of image encoding depends on the model re-
ceptive field structure and demonstrate that spatial localization does indeed
facilitate marked improvements in natural stimulus encoding at the price of
diminished encoding of non-natural scenes, such as the Hermann grid illusion.
By optimizing over the parameter space of several receptive field models, we
determine that an intermediate receptive field size yields optimal encoding
of natural scenes, whereas the Hermann grid is best encoded by especially
small receptive fields. Our work also indicates that spatial sampling local-
ization, as opposed to the center-surround antagonism, could be a primary
cause for the Hermann grid illusion. This investigation further underlines
information loss through nonlinear network dynamics as an additional factor
contributing to optical illusions. We expect that these connections between
input characteristics, network topology, and neuronal dynamics will give new
insights into the structure-function relationship of the visual system.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2.1, we introduce
our mechanistic network model of the early visual system and then outline
our input reconstruction framework using compressive sensing of the model
network linear input-output relationship in Section 2.2. Next, in Section
2.3, we formulate several variant receptive field models, each incorporating
various levels of biological realism, reflecting (i) uniformly random sampling
as classical in CS theory, (ii) spatially localized sampling, and (iii) center-
surround sampling, respectively. We systematically examine how each of
these receptive field structures influences the reconstruction of both natu-
ral scenes and artificial illusory images in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4,
we consider the implications of this work and possible directions for future
investigation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Network Model
To study how image information is encoded by sensory network dynamics
given various receptive field structures, we construct an idealized two-layer
model of the early visual system. An input image (replicating photorecep-
tor output) is sampled by a downstream neuronal network (ganglion cells)
through a sampling matrix modeling the receptive fields of the downstream
neurons. Since photoreceptors are known to exhibit graded potentials in
response to incoming light [30], their output is fixed as a constant current
5
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vector with values corresponding to the pixels of a vectorized image. The
input image evokes activity in the downstream layer of firing neurons, which
we reflect using a current-based integrate-and-fire (I&F) model [31–34].
In our network model, the subthreshold voltage dynamics of the ith down-
stream neuron is governed by dynamical system
τ
dvi
dt
= −(vi−VR) + 1
n
n∑
j=1
Fijpj +
S
NR
m∑
k=1
k 6=i
Rik
∑
l
δ(t− τkl), (1)
evolving from the reset potential VR until reaching the threshold potential
VT . At this time, the neuron is considered to have fired, and we reset vi
to VR, injecting the currents (S/NR)δ(t− τil) into all the other downstream
neurons post-connected to it, with δ(·) the Dirac delta function and τil the
lth firing time of the ith downstream neuron.
Recurrent connections among the downstream neurons are described by
an m×m matrix R, where S is the recurrent connection strength and NR is
the total number of recurrent connections. The input image is modeled by
an n-vector p, which is sampled by the sparse feed-forward m×n connection
matrix F . We assume the time scale for the dynamics is τ = 20ms, as typical
in vivo [35–37], and the dimensionless potential values VR = 0, VT = 1, and
S = 1. Note that the pixel values in p are chosen to be O(1) quantities,
with higher values denoting more white pixels. Normalizing the feed-forward
input by n assures that even as the number of pixels in the input image
increase, the net input into a given downstream neuron is O(1). Similarly,
normalizing the recurrent input by NR allows the expected recurrent input
into a downstream neuron to remain constant even if the recurrent connection
density is varied. We simulate this model using an event-driven algorithm in
which we analytically and iteratively solve for neuronal voltages and spike
times [38].
In the retina in particular, we note that while it was previously thought
that retinal ganglion cells are generally uncoupled, relatively recent experi-
mental evidence suggests there may be structural connections among specific
types of ganglion cells, often in the form of gap junctions [39–44]. In the con-
text of our mechanistic model network, which may similarly reflect alterna-
tive early sensory systems, we consider pulse-coupled interactions among the
downstream neurons to maintain some generality and analytical tangibility.
We select the elements of recurrent connectivity matrix R to be independent
identically distributed random variables, with each described by a Bernoulli
6
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distribution. As long as the recurrent coupling is not too strong, previous
work demonstrates that the nonlinear network dynamics generally render a
robust encoding of detailed network inputs. In fact, removing the recurrent
connectivity completely has minimal impact on the reconstruction frame-
work. Aside from possible interactions among recurrent neurons, we may
alternatively view the pulse-coupling as a potential noise source due, for ex-
ample, to fluctuations in photon absorption [45]. An alternative modeling
assumption, adding independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise
to each stimulus component, results in reconstruction error growing approx-
imately linearly with the variance of the noise [29].
Reflecting the relatively large number of photoreceptors compared to the
number of downstream ganglion cells in the retina [46, 47], we generally
assume the model network is composed of n = 104 upstream neurons and
m = 103 downstream neurons. In this sense, we may view the dynamics of
the downstream neurons as a compressive encoding of the input image. We
will elaborate on several receptive field models determined by feed-forward
connectivity matrix F in Section 2.3 and later examine how they influence
the encoding of various classes of images in Section 3.
2.2. Reconstruction of Network Inputs
To reconstruct input images from network dynamics, we first derive a
linear input-output mapping between the input images and evoked neuronal
firing rates, and then we choose the optimal reconstruction through com-
pressing sensing on the resultant underdetermined linear system.
Utilizing a nonequilibrium statistical mechanics approach, we coarse-grain
the nonlinear network dynamics in the relatively high firing-rate regime and
obtain the linear input-output mapping
n∑
j=1
Fijpj = (τµi +
1
2
)(VT − VR)− S
NR
m∑
k=1,k 6=i
Rikµk (2)
valid when the neuronal firing rates, µj, are relatively high, such that µj  1
for all j, and the voltage jump induced by each spike is small such that
S/NR  1 [29, 48–50]. Assuming the neuronal firing rates are known from
model simulation (or experiment), then Eq. 2 can be viewed as an underde-
termined linear system with unknown input signal p sampled by the feed-
forward connectivity matrix F .
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From conventional signal processing theory, if image p is uniformly sam-
pled, then we can expect the number of samples (rows in F ) necessary for a
successful reconstruction of p to be determined by its bandwidth [51]. How-
ever, if p is sparse in a particular domain, then compressive sensing (CS)
theory asserts that instead the number of necessary samples is determined
by the sparsity of p [52, 53]. The CS framework facilitates a high fidelity
reconstruction of p from Eq. 2 even though the coarse-grained linear system
is highly underdetermined in the physiological case when the number of re-
ceptors is significantly larger than the number of downstream ganglion cells
(n m).
In accordance with compressive sensing, we seek among the infinite num-
ber of solutions the particular solution with the smallest number of non-zero
components in the frequency domain, which is thereby most compressible
and efficiently represented by the evoked network activity. This translates to
determining the solution to an L1 optimization problem, which can efficiently
be solved in polynomial time through, for example, the orthogonal matching
pursuit [29, 54]. Assuming image p has a sparse representation in an appro-
priate domain, such that it is sparse under transform T and thus T (p) = pˆ
with pˆ sparse, the CS theory prescribes that the optimal reconstruction is
achieved by satisfying Eq. 2 while minimizing |pˆ|L1 =
n∑
i=1
|pˆi|. Considering
natural images are known to be sparse in the frequency domain [1], this ap-
proach is highly successful for a large class of images. In our particular work,
we utilize the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform as the sparsifying
transformation, but similar results are achieved for alternative sparsifying
transforms, such as the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform and two-
dimensional discrete wavelet transform [55–58].
The quality of the reconstruction of p thus can be considered an indication
of how well the network dynamics encode a particular input. CS theory shows
that sampling matrices exhibiting little correlation among their columns and
well-preserving signal magnitudes, such as matrices with a sufficient degree
of randomness in their structure [53, 59], are typically viable candidates. The
success of the network input reconstruction is as a result dependent on the
structure of the sampling matrix, the feed-forward connectivity matrix F in
this case, which we will investigate in the subsequent sections. We emphasize
that the specific mapping we derive given by Eq. 2 does intrinsically yield
error in our CS reconstructions. However, for CS theory to apply, the system
8
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considered must at least be well approximated by a static linear input-output
mapping. Alternative mappings may yield distinct CS reconstructions, but
in this work we take the perspective that, regardless of the linear map uti-
lized, some encoding error is induced by the nonlinear neuronal dynamics.
We argue this error may be fundamental in fully explaining illusory effects
observed in certain classes of non-natural images.
2.3. Classes of Receptive Field Models
We will differentiate among three different receptive field types, com-
paring their utility in encoding various classes of images, including natural
scenes and optical illusions. We consider a natural scene to be an image
that a mammal would typically encounter as a visual stimulus as it traverses
the physical environment in which it lives. Natural stimuli, such as the
peppers image depicted in Fig. 1C demonstrate a high degree of correlation
between neighboring pixels with generally smooth transitions among edges
[60], which contrasts from the Hermann grid illusion image in Fig. 1A, which
demonstrates rather abrupt transitions between black and white pixels.
Standard compressive sensing theory suggests that the feed-forward con-
nectivity should be uniformly random to produce an optimal input image
reconstruction, with each entry of feed-forward connectivity matrix F an in-
dependent identically distributed Bernoulli random variable with connection
probability P and connection strength f . This simple receptive field type
would be completely devoid of spatial structure, and less realistic relative to
the early visual system. Note that the receptive field of the ith downstream
neuron is modeled by the weighted pixel measurements composing the ith
row of F .
A more realistic alternative receptive field model is localized random sam-
pling. In this case, each receptive field is assumed to be randomly centered
about a spatial location on the input image, with the probability of mea-
suring a given nearby pixel decreasing with distance from the receptive field
center. This sampling structure has sufficient randomness such that the rows
are F are not highly correlated and CS theory still holds empirically while
exhibiting a sufficient degree of spatial correlation in the receptive field of a
particular neuron as observed experimentally.
For an
√
n × √n pixel image, selecting the center of a receptive field is
equivalent to randomly choosing coordinates on a [1,
√
n] × [1, √n] Carte-
sian grid, with each pair of integer coordinates corresponding to a different
pixel location. The localized random sampling receptive field type specifies
9
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Figure 2: Schematic of receptive field models. Depicted are receptive fields sampling a√
n × √n pixel image using (A) uniformly-random sampling, (B) localized random sam-
pling, and (C) localized random center-surround sampling. For the given receptive field,
sampled pixels are indicated by green circles. In (A) and (B), all samples are excita-
tory, whereas in (C) samples in the inner circle are excitatory and all other samples are
inhibitory.
that if the coordinates of the ith receptive field center are (xi, yi), then the
probability, P , to sample a pixel with coordinates (xj, yj) is given by
P = ρ exp(−[(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2]/[2σ2]), (3)
where ρ represents the sampling probability if (xi, yi) = (xj, yj), that is when
the receptive field center matches the location of a given pixel, and σ deter-
mines the distance over which the receptive field is expected to sample pixels.
Each entry in a given row of F is a Bernoulli random variable, determined
independently of all other entries of F , with success probability given by
Eq. 3 and connection strength f .
In the context of static image processing, previous work has demonstrated
that, relative to uniformly random sampling, localized random sampling is
robustly able to more accurately capture the dominant low and moderate
frequency components composing an image [55]. This improvement garnered
by localized random sampling was observed for a large ensemble of natural
images over a broad parameter regime, particularly for moderate choices
of receptive field size. In the next section, we will also investigate if the
same improvements are garnered by localized random sampling in the case
of reconstructing network inputs from evoked dynamics.
A final receptive field model, further physiologically refined, that we will
consider is localized random center-surround sampling. We assume that the
probability of sampling is still dictated by the localized random framework
as in Eq. 3, but we now distinguish between excitatory and inhibitory con-
nections. If a sample falls within a radius r of the receptive field center,
10
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the connection is excitatory with strength fE > 0, whereas if the connection
falls a distance greater than r from the center, it is inhibitory with strength
fI < 0. This framework captures the quintessential characteristics of an on-
center receptive field, which we consider for concreteness, while an off-center
receptive field could be modeled analogously by reversing the excitatory and
inhibitory regions.
3. Results
3.1. Reconstruction of Natural Scenes
To understand how evolution may have fine-tuned our sensory systems to
process stimuli commonly encountered in the natural world, we first investi-
gate how the various choices of receptive field model impact the reconstruc-
tion of natural scenes. In particular, using Eq. 2 we obtain a compressive
sensing reconstruction, precon, of Fig. 1C using the downstream neuronal fir-
ing rates observed over a simulation time of 200ms, which is comparable to
human reaction-times for visual stimuli [61, 62]. For concreteness, we dis-
cuss a particular natural scene of size 100 × 100 pixels, though we obtain
analogous results for alternative natural scenes of other sizes for comparable
ratios of upstream to downstream neurons. In assessing how accurately a
given image is encoded through the downstream network dynamics, we uti-
lize the relative error E = ‖p− precon‖F/‖p‖F defined using the Frobenius
matrix norm ‖p‖F =
√∑
i
∑
j p
2
ij. This gives a pixel-by-pixel comparison of
the original image and reconstructed image. We seek the model parameter
regimes which yield optimal encoding of natural stimuli and discuss their
physiological implications.
For localized random sampling, we investigate the (ρ, σ) parameter space,
plotting the associated reconstruction error for each parameter choice in
Fig. 3A. We observe that for moderately sized σ and high ρ the most ac-
curate reconstructions are achieved with minimum relative error E = 0.208
for (ρ, σ) = (0.9, 2.3). The optimal choice of σ, controlling the distance over
which the receptive field spans, corresponds to moderately-sized receptive
fields with an expected distance of approximately 3 pixels between a recep-
tive field center and a sampled pixel. This agrees well with physiological
receptive fields, which tend to sample spatially nearby pixel information over
a relatively precise area of the visual field. The optimal choice of ρ, con-
trolling the sampling density, leaves each pixel sampled approximately once
11
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Figure 3: Parameterscape for CS reconstruction error in recovering the 100 × 100 pixel
natural scene depicted in Fig. 1(C) using compressive sensing of the network dynamics.
(A) Localized random sampling CS reconstruction error dependence on (ρ, σ) parameter
choice. The parameter choice yielding minimial error is (ρ, σ) = (0.9, 2.3) corresponding to
relative error E = 0.208. The excitatory feed-forward connection strength is f = fE = 1.
(B) Localized random center-surround sampling CS reconstruction error dependence on
(r, σ) parameter choice for ρ = 0.9 and fI = 0.25. The parameter choice yielding minimial
error is (r, σ) = (8, 2.0) corresponding to relative error E = 0.21. (C) Ratio of inhibitory to
excitatory connections in the feed-forward connectivity matrix corresponding to parameter
choices in (B). (D) Sample natural scenes. (E) Localized random sampling reconstructions
of the images in (D) using the optimal parameter choices and a 10 : 1 ratio of receptors to
ganglion cells. Gray-scale images with pixel values given by integers in [0, 255] are utilized.
We represent each entry of p as the corresponding pixel value normalized by the sum of
the sampled pixel values over the network such that the net input into a given downstream
neuron is O(1).
with a connection density of 1/m = 0.999 in the feed-forward connectivity
matrix. This can be seen since the total number of entries in F is mn2 and
thus mn2(1/m) = n2 total pixels are measured. We note that for too large
ρ and σ over-sampling results in each receptive field gathering information
from too much of the visual field, such that there tends to be redundancy
in the image information yielded by each receptive field. Likewise, for too
small ρ and σ, each receptive field does not gather enough spatially distinct
information such that light intensity in certain locations may never be sam-
pled and consequently less information will be available for reconstruction.
For extreme values of ρ near 0 or 1, these problems are especially accentu-
ated, yielding relative reconstruction errors near E = 1, and thus we omit
these parameter choices from Fig. 3A to focus on the error structure for more
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reasonable parameters.
For reference, we consider two sample natural scenes in Fig. 3D and
exhibit their respective localized random sampling CS reconstructions in
Fig. 3E for the optimal choice of ρ and σ for natural scene reconstruction. In
each case, the rendered reconstruction captures the significant image features
while losing only some small-scale structure typically near sharp edges em-
bedded in low-amplitude high-frequency components potentially lost through
the nonlinear network dynamics. We remark that for larger images with
more pixels and generally more sparsity in the frequency domain, it is pos-
sible to reconstruct finer image details using the same ratio of downstream
to upstream neurons. Similarly, using more ganglion cells relative to a fixed
number of photoreceptors typically further increases reconstruction quality.
In this study, we choose to utilize significantly fewer ganglion cells to align
more closely with the significant disparity in the numbers of receptor cells
and immediately downstream sensory neurons along the early stages of sen-
sory pathways [46, 47]. Visual system models optimized for efficient coding
suggest the spare sampling of stimuli by a relatively small pool of down-
stream sensory neurons may be the consequence of biological constraints on
energy consumption and non-redundant information transmission [63].
It is important to note that certain parameter choices for localized ran-
dom sampling are analogous to uniformly random sampling, giving a clear
means to differentiate between how well the two receptive field models encode
natural image information. For large σ with moderate ρ, all pixels become
equally likely to be sampled just as assumed in the uniformly-random sam-
pling model. In Fig. 3A, we observe that for high σ (i.e., σ > 3), the CS
reconstruction quality diminishes, indicating that spatially localized random
sampling better encodes natural scene information. The reconstruction error
dependence on sampling parameters using both uniformly random sampling
and localized random sampling based on the recorded neuronal dynamics is
analogous to the case of static CS reconstruction of natural scenes in the
context of conventional image processing as studied in Ref. [55], demon-
strating that the feed-forward network structure is primarily responsible for
deviations in signal encoding quality and that image information is indeed
well preserved through the network dynamics for natural scenes.
For localized random center-surround sampling, we similarly explore the
(r, σ) parameter space for natural scene inputs in Fig. 3B. We maintain the
ρ = 0.9 sampling density found in the optimal regime for localized random
sampling, noting that as long as ρ is sufficiently far from 0 or 1, the CS re-
13
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construction quality is primarily determined by the other parameter choices.
This can be seen in Fig. 3A for localized random sampling, and the same
structure carries over to the case of center-surround sampling. For relatively
large center radius r ≈ 8 and moderate σ ≈ 2, we observe the highest fidelity
reconstructions using the center-surround localized random sampling. The
extremum corresponds to a similarly large receptive field size as in the case
of optimal localized random sampling with primarily excitatory feed-forward
connections as indicated by the large optimal center radius.
To further analyze the role of the additional inhibitory connections gar-
nered by the center-surround scheme, we plot in Fig. 3C the ratio of the
number of inhibitory to excitatory connections over the parameterscape. An
increase in r for fixed σ results in a larger proportion of excitatory connec-
tions, which is to be expected since holding σ constant fixes the size of the
receptive field while increasing r increases the percentage of these connec-
tions that are excitatory. It is important to remark that for r sufficiently
large, the center-surround structure reduces to purely excitatory connectiv-
ity, analogous to localized random sampling. In contrast, as σ is increased
with r fixed, the proportion of inhibitory samples is increased, thereby keep-
ing the total number of excitatory connections constant while increasing the
number of inhibitory connections in F . Comparing Figs. 3B and 3C, we
see that if the proportion of connections that are inhibitory is too large, the
downstream neurons are over-inhibited, resulting in a lack of firing activity.
Since the neuronal firing rates are used in Eq. 2 to reconstruct the input im-
age, a degeneracy in firing neurons diminishes the reconstruction quality. We
remark that we chose the inhibitory connection strength fI = 0.25, and by
choosing alternative fI we simply shift the center radius yielding degenerate
reconstructions (E ≈ 1). As fI is increased, for fixed receptive field size σ,
the r yielding a successful (non-degenerate) reconstruction will increase since
more net excitation, stemming from increased center radius, is necessary to
balance the increased inhibition so that the downstream neurons are able to
fire. Once in the non-degenerate regime for a particular choice of fI , we have
verified empirically that analogous dependence on parameters is observed as
in Fig. 3B.
In the presence of a relatively small proportion of inhibitory connections,
we do observe natural scene reconstructions of comparable quality to purely
excitatory localized random sampling for σ moderate. However, any im-
provements garnered by the introduction of inhibitory connections are quite
marginal relative to excitatory localized random sampling with the same σ.
14
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We hypothesize that a small number of inhibitory connections may increase
the quality of edge reconstructions, but since edges are determined by low
amplitude, high frequency components, the improvements in edge quality
are largely masked by the quality of large-scale, low frequency information.
We conclude that for natural scenes, both the localized random sampling
and center-surround localized random sampling receptive field structures are
comparable for encoding natural scene information in network dynamics,
with the less physiological uniformly random sampling structure yielding rel-
atively degraded representations of natural scene inputs. This result from
our computational model analysis supports the notion that the physiolog-
ical receptive field structure is indeed optimized through evolution for the
encoding of natural stimuli through network dynamics.
3.2. Reconstruction of Illusory Images
While our previous analysis addresses images commonly encountered in
the normal operating mode of a mammal, we now investigate how receptive
field structure may impact the encoding of non-natural scenes, such as illu-
sory images. Do the same optimal receptive field characteristics as in the
case of natural scenes arise for illusory images or do these same character-
istics contribute to the illusory effect since evolution has not optimized the
processing of such stimuli?
For concreteness, we focus our analysis on the Hermann grid illusion in
Fig. 1A with 100 × 100 pixels, reconstructing this input image using com-
pressive sensing of the downstream neuronal dynamics via localized random
sampling and then center-surround localized random sampling. Using the
same framework as in the previous section, we investigate the (ρ, σ) parame-
ter space for localized random sampling in Fig. 4A. We now observe a stark
contrast to the case of natural scenes. For the grid illusion, a relatively small
σ ≈ 0.8 yields an optimal reconstruction with little dependence on the choice
of ρ. The implication here is that a smaller receptive field size is necessary
to achieve a high fidelity reconstruction of the Hermann grid. Likewise, in
Fig. 4B, we analyze how the choice of r and σ impacts the reconstruction
quality for the illusory image. As in the case of localized random sampling,
we again observe that a relatively small choice of σ ≈ 0.8 results in opti-
mal encoding. We also observe that an optimal reconstruction is obtained
when the center radius r is relatively large, yielding a small proportion of
inhibitory feed-forward connections or purely excitatory connections as in
localized random sampling. The reasoning for the dependence on r here is
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Figure 4: Parameterscape for CS reconstruction error in recovering the 100 × 100 pixel
Hermann grid illusion depicted in Fig. 1(A) using compressive sensing of the network
dynamics. (A) Localized random sampling CS reconstruction error dependence on (ρ, σ)
parameter choice. The parameter choice yielding minimial error is (ρ, σ) = (0.9, 0.8)
corresponding to relative error E = 0.207. (B) Localized random center-surround sampling
CS reconstruction error dependence on (r, σ) parameter choice. Unless specified otherwise,
we assume ρ = 0.9, fE = 1, and fI = 0.25 for the center-surround model. The parameter
choice yielding minimial error is (r, σ) = (4.2, 0.8) corresponding to relative error E = 0.2.
analogous to the case of natural scene inputs. Therefore, both the purely lo-
calized and center-surround random sampling models suggest that networks
of neurons with small receptive fields, as observed for uniformly random sam-
pling with low connection probability, most accurately encode the Hermann
grid in network dynamics.
To further investigate the underlying cause for this optical illusion and
why the dependence on sampling parameters for the 100 × 100 pixel Her-
mann grid is distinct from natural scenes, we exhibit several representative
reconstructions for various choices of r and σ for localized random center-
surround receptive fields in Fig. 5. In the degenerate case, when the pro-
portion of inhibitory connections is too high (i.e., relatively low r with high
σ), an indistinguishable reconstruction is obtained with large amounts of
black space resulting from a deficiency in firing downstream neurons. In
contrast, for low σ ≈ 0.5, high fidelity reconstructions are achieved, with
especially little error in the intersections, which are primarily white in the
reconstructions. For intermediate receptive field size, 1.5 . σ . 2.5 and suf-
ficiently large r such that the reconstruction is non-degenerate, we observe
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Figure 5: Sample reconstructions of the Hermann grid illusion using compressive sensing
of the network dynamics over the localized random center-surround sampling parameter
domain corresponding to r = {1, 2.5, 4, 5.5, 7} and σ = {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5}. For r = 7,
corresponding to primarily excitatory receptive fields over this parameter space, the mean
reconstruction error in only the intersection regions for the respective σ values depicted
is 0.137, 0.138, 0.148, and 0.200, respectively. For the same respective choices of σ, the
difference between the mean pixel value within the reconstructed intersections and the
mean pixel value along the reconstructed lines is 12.1, 16.2, 17.5, and 22.0, respectively.
All errors were measured using the Frobenius norm, as specified in Sec. 3.1.
degraded, though decipherable, reconstructions with increased error in the
intersection regions, marked by darker pixels. This suggests that the illusion
is manifesting from the spatial localization in the receptive field. In fact,
darker intersection regions as well as degraded overall reconstruction qual-
ity is observed regardless of whether or not an inhibitory surround region is
included, underlining the spatial localization as opposed to center-surround
structure as a primary cause. As σ is increased further to σ ≈ 3.5 the fun-
damental impact of receptive field size becomes more pronounced, with the
receptive field becoming so large that even in the non-intersection regions
white pixels are introduced from over-sampling nearby white intersections.
To demonstrate a similar dependence on receptive field size for purely lo-
calized random sampling in the absence of inhibitory connections, we plot
in Fig. 6A-D sample reconstructions as σ is increased. We again observe
the darkening of intersection pixels akin to the illusory effect for moderate
σ with degraded reconstruction quality throughout the image for large re-
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Figure 6: Encoding dependence on receptive field size. (A)-(D) Sample reconstructions
of the Hermann grid illusion in Fig. 1(A) using localized random sampling for ρ = 0.9
and σ = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5, for (A)-(D), respectively. The corresponding reconstruction
errors for the full Hermann grid are 0.216, 0.243, 0.27, and 0.387, respectively. (E) Sample
reconstructions of a single 100×100 pixel intersection of horizontal and vertical white lines
on a black background over the localized random center-surround sampling parameter do-
main corresponding to r = {1, 2.5, 4, 5.5, 7} and σ = {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5}. This sensory input
is analogous to viewing a single intersection of the Hermann grid illusion in the visual field.
For r = 7, corresponding to primarily excitatory receptive fields over this parameter space,
the mean reconstruction error in only the intersection regions for the respective σ values
depicted is 0.100, 0.090, 0.094, and 0.140, respectively. For the same respective choices of
σ, the difference between the mean pixel value within the reconstructed intersections and
the mean pixel value along the reconstructed lines is 9.5, 9.6, 9.1, and 9.2, respectively. All
errors were measured using the Frobenius norm, as specified in Sec. 3.1.
ceptive field size; only for sufficiently small receptive field size is the illusory
effect minimized. Intuitively, as the receptive field size is increased beyond
the size of the intersection region, increased reconstruction error is incurred.
This agrees with the parameterscape plots depicted by Fig. 4 in that for both
purely excitatory and center-surround localized random sampling, the recon-
struction quality demonstrates a comparable dependence on receptive field
size, with larger receptive fields diminishing reconstruction quality regardless
of the presence of additional surround inhibition.
To further illustrate the importance of the relative size of the intersection
compared to the receptive field size in producing the illusory effect, we turn to
considering the case in which only a single 100×100 intersection is in the field
of view. We study representative reconstructions of the intersection image
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as r and σ are varied in the localized random center-surround receptive field
model in Fig. 6E. Just as observed for natural images and the full Hermann
grid, degenerate reconstructions are obtained for sufficiently large σ and small
r. However, in the non-degenerate case, we see that even for large σ ≈ 3.5,
the pixels in the intersection primarily match the pixels elsewhere along the
vertical and horizontal lines. Comparing the reconstruction error across only
the intersection regions, as listed in the captions of Figs. 5 and 6, we observe
a marked decrease in error when viewing only a single intersection. The mean
pixel value within the reconstructed intersections and the mean pixel value
along the reconstructed lines are nearly identical across the receptive field
sizes investigated when viewing a single intersection, whereas this discrepancy
increases with receptive field size when viewing the full Hermann grid. When
the receptive field size is still small relative to the size of the intersection in
the visual field, little illusory effect is observed. The Hermann grid illusion is
known to be diminished in the center of view [27, 28], and likely this is due
to the particularly small receptive fields of ganglion cells in the fovea. Only
when the receptive field size becomes comparable to the size of an intersection
does the illusory effect begin to arise.
We underline two primary sources of error in the neuronal encoding of
sensory inputs, namely the receptive field structure and the input-output
relationship between the neuronal firing rates and visual stimulus underlying
the nonlinear network dynamics given by Eq. 2. With the goal of isolating
the role of network dynamics in optical illusions, we study the reconstruction
of the Hermann grid illusion using static compressive sensing. To consider
the related image processing problem, we reconstruct the grid image using
a sampling matrix with the same number of rows and same structure as the
feed-forward connectivity matrix F in our neuronal network model. This
produces an underdetermined linear system relating the sampled image data
b and the unknown sampled image p of form Fp = b analogous to Eq. 2. A
key difference is that in the static case no error is produced by the linear
system itself and all error manifests from sampling, whereas in the case of
network dynamics, there is inherently error in using the approximate input-
output mapping which may potentially compound the error produced as a
result of the receptive field structure.
Varying center radius r and receptive field size σ in the localized random
center-surround receptive field model determining F , we plot representative
reconstructions in Fig. 7A using static CS. Note that since our earlier dis-
cussion highlighted localization as the key structural cause of the illusion, we
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Figure 7: Static compressive sensing reconstructions of the Hermann grid. A. Sam-
ple reconstructions of the Hermann grid illusion using static compressive sensing over
the localized random center-surround sampling parameter domain corresponding to r =
{1, 2.5, 4, 5.5, 7} and σ = {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5}. For r = 7, corresponding to primarily excita-
tory receptive fields over this parameter space, the mean reconstruction error in only the
intersection regions for the respective σ values depicted is 0.119, 0.134, 0.134, and 0.114,
respectively. B. Static localized random center-surround sampling CS reconstruction error
dependence on (r, σ) sampling parameter space. The minimal reconstruction error for the
full Hermann grid is E = 0.13. All errors were measured using the Frobenius norm, as
specified in Sec. 3.1.
focus our discussion here on comparing the success of reconstructions using
static CS and CS based on network dynamics so as to isolate the impact of
network dynamics. Several significant differences from the framework using
compressive sensing of network dynamics arise. First, there is no longer a
degenerate regime since neurons becoming over inhibited and failing to fire is
no longer an issue in the case of static CS. The illusory effect is also reduced
in the absence of network dynamics, with the pixels in both the intersection
and non-intersection locations relatively well matched. In Fig. 7B, we depict
the reconstruction error using static localized random center-surround sam-
pling over the (r, σ) parameter space. We see improved reconstruction quality
relative to even the optimal analogous network dynamics CS reconstructions,
yielding an approximately halved minimal reconstruction error for the full
Hermann grid. With the reconstruction error in the static case demonstrat-
ing little dependence on the choice of sampling parameters, a combination
of the nonlinear dynamics and localization potentially together contribute to
the errors observed in the case of the neuronal network model.
Since the Hermann grid image is largely periodic in its spatial structure
with large local regions of approximately identical pixels, a high quality static
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Figure 8: Sparse representation of stimuli. Two-dimensional discrete-cosine transform of
(A) the Hermann grid image in Fig. 1A and (B) the peppers image in Fig. 1C. Each
representation is computed from the natural logarithm of the absolute value of the two-
dimensional discrete-cosine transform of each image, emphasizing the detailed structure
of lower amplitude frequency components.
CS reconstruction is achievable over a broad parameter regime encompassing
all three receptive field structures discussed in this work. In the frequency
domain, the dominant low-frequency components of the Hermann grid image
are primarily harmonics of the fundamental frequency of the vertical and
horizontal lines, as demonstrated by its frequency domain representation
in Fig. 8A, which implies that a high fidelity reconstruction is primarily
achievable by capturing the fundamental frequencies. This contrasts from
the frequency domain representation of a natural scene, as given for the
peppers image in Fig. 8B, which, although is largely composed of dominant
low frequency modes, primarily demonstrates aperiodicity in its frequency
amplitude structure. These significant structural differences between natural
and non-natural scenes lead to distinct optimal receptive field structures.
We expect that for relatively large receptive field sizes, the underlying
nonlinear neuronal dynamics evoked from an input stimulus may yield in-
sufficient information regarding image structure particularly when locally
sampled pixels yield a firing rate that misaligns with the light intensity in
its receptive field center. For example, even if the receptive field of a neuron
samples several white pixels it may still sample such a relatively large number
of black pixels that it will never fire in response to a stimulus, thereby yield-
ing no information regarding the local level of whiteness. A cohort of such
uninformative single neuron representations with nearby centers could thus
completely misrepresent the local image structure, such as in the illusory
region of the Hermann grid image. In contrast, since natural stimuli gen-
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erally have smoother edges, the relatively large spatial correlation between
neighboring pixels diminishes the likelihood of this degeneracy for moderately
sized receptive fields.
Considering a high fidelity reconstruction is generally achieved regardless
of receptive field size using static CS, we conclude that, in the context of
our model network, error induced by the nonlinear dynamics and related
approximate input-output mapping are crucial to causing the illusion. A
slightly distorted representation of image information stemming from the
imperfect linear map used in the network dynamics reconstruction causes
the sampled data to loose the particularly simple structure that made the
static CS reconstruction succeed especially well. This is further evidenced
by the robust reconstructions of the Hermann grid achieved over the entire
sampling parameter space using static CS as shown in Fig. 7B.
4. Discussion
Using an idealized computational model of the early visual system, we in-
vestigated the impact of receptive field structure on the encoding of stimuli
through neuronal dynamics. We demonstrated that for natural scenes, re-
ceptive fields sampling pixels over a small but spatially localized region of the
visual field yield particularly high fidelity image representations, even in the
presence of lateral inhibition as found in the physiological center-surround
structure. For the Hermann grid illusion, on the other hand, the role of spa-
tial localization was largely reversed. For even moderately-sized receptive
fields, the image reconstruction from neuronal dynamics was degraded, with
pronounced darkening of the intersections where the grid illusion is known to
occur. The illusory effect materialized in the reconstruction for both purely
excitatory and center-surround localized random sampling, underlining the
role of spatial localization in sampling in producing the illusion. For partic-
ularly small receptive fields, such as those of ganglion cells in the fovea, the
most accurate reconstructions of the Hermann grid were achieved, agreeing
with human observation that the illusory effect is diminished in the center of
view. Through direct comparison to analogous reconstructions using static
compressive sensing and a perfect linear encoder, we further demonstrated
that image information lost though nonlinear neuronal dynamics and an im-
perfect embedded linear input-output mapping fundamentally contributes
to the manifestation of the illusion. The classical hypothesis that Hermann
grid-type illusions primarily arise due to center-surround sampling is intuitive
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though largely circumvents the specific impact of neuronal dynamics and may
be over-restrictive in requiring surround sampling in order to produce the il-
lusory effect. Our work shows that only a combination of spatial localization
in receptive fields combined with encoding error induced by the nonlinear
neuronal dynamics is potentially sufficient to account for such illusions.
This novel connection between model neuronal network structure, nonlin-
ear dynamics, and input encoding highlights several new directions for future
study. While we have focused our analysis on the Hermann grid illusion in
particular, the compressive-sensing framework developed could be utilized
to study the root causes of other classes of optical illusions. For example,
the Mach bands illusion has long been hypothesized to be a result of the
center-surround receptive field structure [25, 64], however a more system-
atic computational investigation would likely yield additional insights and
potentially demonstrate an encoding structure similar to the Hermann grid
illusion investigated in detail here. Though we argue in the context of the
derived input-output mapping given by Eq. 2 that read-out error based on
the nonlinear network dynamics fundamentally contributes to Hermann grid-
type illusions, it would also be informative to determine if other embedded
static input-output transformations yield analogous effects and also if similar
trends hold for alternative network models.
We specifically utilize an idealized network model to focus on potential
mechanisms underlying degeneracies in the processing of non-natural scenes.
While the early visual system may demonstrate a host of additional prop-
erties, such as diversity in receptive field structure, more detailed spatial
receptive field architecture, direction or orientation selectivity, and time-
delayed responses to stimuli, more complex models may obscure underlying
mechanistic insights. Hence, we focus on several key properties that together
potentially explain specific illusory effects. In this work we had assumed
the receptive field size to be homogeneous in our model network, though ex-
perimental evidence indicates that receptive fields demonstrate diversity in
size and depend on neuron type [18–20]. It remains to be fully understood
how receptive field size diversity impacts the encoding of sensory stimuli
and compressive sensing reconstruction in general, and model investigation
could determine if there is potentially an optimal distribution of receptive
field sizes. Our analysis demonstrates that center-surround sampling well
preserves dominant frequency mode information for natural scenes, but a
more thorough analysis of how the center-surround structure may improve
the representation of edge information, encoded by more subtle higher fre-
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quency components, is still necessary. Furthermore, considering vertebrates
often possess parallel visual channels [65] and thus incomplete image infor-
mation may be encoded in any given channel, utilizing block or distributed
compressive sensing in a manner analogous to our developed framework may
yield new insights into the functional roles of parallel processing in sensory
systems [66, 67]. We expect that downstream visual processing via addi-
tional receptive field types would further improve natural scene encoding,
particularly with respect to higher order stimulus features. Reflecting the
architecture of the primary visual cortex by including an ensemble of simple
cells in our modeling framework [68, 69], via Gabor functions for example
[16, 70–72], would produce orientation selectivity in sampling. The resultant
diversity in receptive field elongation and orientation would likely facilitate
the CS reconstruction of a broader class of oriented edges and corresponding
high frequency modes composing natural scenes.
It was recently hypothesized, using various perturbations of the original
Hermann grid illusion, that the conventional explanation of the illusory effect
may be incomplete [73]. One such adjustment is that by slanting the white
lines while preserving the white-space gain in the area around the intersec-
tions, a decrease in the illusory effect is produced. This suggests that the
illusion may also depend on orientation-selectivity beyond the spatially lo-
calized structure. While not verified rigorously, orientation-specific neurons
in downstream layers of the visual system [74] may explain these deviations
in the illusory effect, and the root cause is an interesting area for future
investigation.
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